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Adapting a result of R. Villemaire on expansions of Presburger arithmetic, we show
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Euclidean rings. In particular, this applies to polynomial rings over a finite field.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the theory of the ring of integers is undecidable (see,
for instance, [27]) and also, as a consequence of a result of Presburger on the
natural numbers, that the theory of the group of integers is decidable [24], [11,
Theorem 32E]. In a more general setting, R. Robinson showed that under some
rather general hypothesis, integral commutative domains R (with multiplicative
identity) have an undecidable theory. It is in particular the case for polynomial rings
of the form �p�X�, p being a prime number, and for ��X�. Again, if one considers
their additive reducts as R-modules, one can put some conditions on the ring that
guarantee the decidability of the corresponding theory. See, for instance, [32], [10].

As we shall recall below, the question about where lies the boundary between
decidability and undecidability for expansions of � has been extensively studied.
(We follow the terminology used by model-theorists [12], namely by expansion of
�, we mean a structure with the same domain but endowed with more primitive
operations [12, p. 9], and we will reserve the word extension when we increase the
domain of the structure.) In the present article, we extend some results known for
expansions of � to polynomial rings over a finite field and to certain Euclidean
domains. First let us examine the decidability point of view.

Let � be a finite language. A first-order �-structure is finite automaton
presentable (for short, FA-presentable) if the elements of the domain can be
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2076 POINT ET AL.

represented by (finite) strings in a regular language D ⊂ �∗ over some alphabet �
in such a way that some finite automata also check whether or not the atomic
relations hold for a given tuple of elements of the structure [20, Section 2], [13].
FA-presentability is a strong condition on the structure [21]:

• FA-presentable groups are locally abelian-by-finite;
• FA-presentable rings are locally finite;
• FA-presentable rings without zero-divisors are the finite fields.

Many properties of finite automata, e.g., the emptiness problem, are well known
to be decidable. Therefore, one way to prove decidability of a countable structure
is to be able to prove that the structure is FA-presentable. This scheme has been
extensively used for expansions of the Presburger arithmetic ���+�, and using the
interpretability of ���+� in ���+�, one can easily get the corresponding decidability
result for expansions of � whenever the additional primitives of the language are
interpretable too [12, Section 5.3].

Let Pr be the set of powers of r ≥ 2. For instance, J. R. Büchi has shown that
���+� P2� is decidable using the fact that all the corresponding definable subsets are
recognizable by a finite 2-automaton. This means that representations in base 2 of
the elements of a definable subset form a language accepted by a finite automaton
over �0� 1	 which is thus called a 2-automaton. (In order to avoid confusion with
the above use of expansions, instead of speaking of binary (or base 2) expansions of
integers, we will use the terminology representations in base 2, or 2-representations.)
More generally, one can introduce r-automaton to accept or reject r-representations
of some natural numbers. In Büchi’s article, a stronger (but incorrect) result was
stated, namely that the weak monadic second-order theory Th
��� S� of � with the
successor function S, is bi-interpretable with Th���+� P2�. The mistake was later
on pointed out by R. McNaughton [17] who suggested to replace the predicate P2

with the binary predicate �2�x� y� interpreted by “x is a power of 2 and appears in the
2-representation of y.” It is easily seen that this predicate is interdefinable with the
unary function V2�y� that maps y �= 0 to the highest power of 2 dividing it.

The quantifier complexity of the definable subsets of ���+� V2� has no
more than three alternations of quantifiers: ∃∀∃. This result has been obtained by
R. Villemaire by showing that any subset of �n which is recognizable by a finite
2-automaton is definable in ���+� V2� [34]. He has also shown the undecidability of
the structure ���+� V2� V3� [34]. This last result has been generalized by A. Bès as
follows: the structure ���+� V2� P3� is also undecidable [2]. It is worth noting that
both Villemaire’s and Bès’ results rely on a slight generalization of the following
result of C. Elgot and M. Rabin [9, Theorem 2]. Let g be a strictly increasing
function from P2 to P2 with the property that g skips at least one value between two
consecutive arguments:

∀n∀m �n < m → 2�g�n� < g�m���

Then Th���+� V2� n 	→ g�n�� is undecidable. (One defines addition and
multiplication on the exponents of powers of 2.) W. Thomas showed that in the
above undecidability result, one only needs to assume that g is a strictly increasing
function such that for infinitely many x ∈ P2, g�2�x� > 2�g�x� [33, Theorem 2]. Then
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MULTIPLICATION IN EXPANSIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 2077

R. Villemaire proved that if one further assumes that g is such that there exists
d > 1 such that

∀n ≥ 1 ∃m �n < m < 2d�n & 2�g�m� < g�2�m���

then multiplication is definable in Th���+� V2� n 	→ g�n�� (and not only on the
exponents of the elements of P2) [35, Lemma 4.4].

We have stated these undecidability results with the primes 2 and 3.
Nevertheless, the undecidability of both ���+� Vp� Vq� and ���+� Vp� Pq� holds for
any pair of natural numbers p� q ≥ 2 which are multiplicatively independent, i.e.,
such that the only integers k�  ≥ 0 such that pk = q are k =  = 0.

Our aim is to extend these results to any polynomial ring over a finite field and
more generally to some Euclidean commutative integral domains. The motivation
to study structure related to a polynomial ring over a finite field finds its origins
in the so-called theorem of Cobham [5]. This theorem is well known for natural
numbers. Let p� q ≥ 2 be two multiplicatively independent natural numbers. Let X

be a set of integers which is recognized simultaneously by a p-automaton and by a
q-automaton. Then X is ultimately periodic. Cobham’s theorem has given a major
impulse to the study of sets of integers recognizable by means of finite automata [3,
8]. In this context, Villemaire’s work has led to interesting developments concerning
p-recognizable sets in a logical setting [18, 19, 29]. It is desirable to shed some
new light on a possible analogue of Cobham’s theorem in the context of sets of
polynomials over a finite field which are recognizable by means of finite automata
for all polynomial bases P. In this number system, the sets of polynomials over a
finite field that are recognized by a P-automaton have revealed more properties than
those observed for integers and deserve further investigations [25, 26].

Our main results (Theorem 2.11 and Theorem 2.25) can be roughly sketched
as follows (precise definition of the framework is needed). Under some natural
assumptions on an Euclidean ring R and on two multiplicatively independent
elements r� s ∈ R, we prove the undecidability of the theory of the structure
�R�+�−� 0��� Vr� Vs�, expanded by finitely scalar multiplications, where the pre-
ordering � is related to the Euclidean function associated with R and where Vr is a
function analogous to the one introduced for the integers. Then we obtain a similar
result under the additional assumption that every element of R has a decomposition
in terms of powers of r. In that last case, the only hypothesis on r and s is that
they are multiplicatively independent, and we show how to define the graph of
multiplication in our structure.

Let �q be a finite field. In the case where R = �q�X�, with techniques similar
to the ones used by C. Elgot and M. Rabin, L. Waxweiler has shown [36] that
multiplication can be defined in the structure

��q�X��+� Vr� Vs��� �·u� u ∈ �q�X�	��

where r and s are multiplicatively independent polynomials, � is a pre-ordering
induced by the degree function, and ·u is the scalar multiplication by u ∈ �q�X�.
This is a typical instance of the cases we are considering here.
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2078 POINT ET AL.

In [30], A. Sirokofskich showed that the theory of the structure

��q�X��+� PX��� �·u� u ∈ �q�X�	�

is model-complete. Using that result, she showed in [31] that the existential theory
of the structure ��q�X� X−1��+� PX� �·u� u ∈ �q�X�	� is decidable. Moreover, she
proved that one can interpret the theory of ���+� �� 0� 1� in the theory of the
expansion

��q�X� X−1��+� PX� D� �·u� u ∈ �q�X�	��

where the binary predicate D�u� v� expresses that u
v
∈ PX (and so the latter theory is

undecidable).
Recall that, as shown by A. Bès in case of R = �, the structure

Th���+� 0� ≤ � Vr� Ps� is undecidable [2], with r� s two multiplicatively independent
elements. A remaining question is whether one can extend such a result to other
Euclidean rings and in particular to polynomial rings over a (finite) field.

2. EUCLIDEAN RINGS

In this article, all rings R are commutative and integral, i.e., without zero-
divisors, with 1 �= 0. In addition, we assume that they are Euclidean rings (unless
otherwise stated). So, in particular, they are principal ideal domains (PID) and thus
unique factorization domains (UFD) [14, Theorem 2.23]. Note also that if R is a
PID, then R�X� is a UFD (but of course not necessarily Euclidean). Let us review
basic facts about these rings, for details see [14, Sections 2.14 and 2.15]. Set R� �=
R \ �0	.

Recall that an element a ∈ R� is irreducible if a is non-invertible and if,
whenever a = b�c, then b or c is invertible. An element a ∈ R is prime if a is nonzero
and non-invertible, and if a�b�c, then a�b or a�c. In a UFD, any irreducible element
is prime.

Since any element a ∈ R� can be written in a unique way, up permutation of
factors, as a product of prime elements times an invertible element, we will speak of
its prime decomposition. The support of a is the set of prime elements appearing in
its prime decomposition. This set is denoted by supp�a�.

Recall that an Euclidean function is a map � � R� → � such that

∀x ∀y �= 0 ∃q� z ��x = y�q + z� & �z = 0 or ��z� < ��y���� �1�E

One can also take the range of � to be an ordinal [28], but we restrict ourselves
to �.

An Euclidean ring can be equipped with several Euclidean functions, but
without loss of generality we may assume it is equipped with one which satisfies in
addition [28, Proposition 4] the following property:

��1� = 0 & �∀x �= 0 ∀y �= 0 ��x�y� ≥ ��x��� �2�E
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MULTIPLICATION IN EXPANSIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 2079

Lemma 2.1. Let �R�+� ·� 0� 1� �� be an Euclidean ring equipped with an Euclidean
function � � R� → � satisfying �1�E and �2�E as above. Let s ∈ R�.

Then s is invertible if and only if ��s� = 0 and for all s1 ∈ R�, we have ��s1� =
��s�s1�.

If s is non-invertible element, then for all s1 ∈ R�, we have ��s1� < ��s�s1�. In
particular, ��s� < ��s2� and ���sn� � n ∈ �	 is cofinal in �, i.e., for every m ∈ �, there
exists k such that m ≤ ��sk�.

Proof. First, suppose s is invertible. Let t be such that s�t = 1. By �2�E , ��s1�s� ≥
��s1� = ��s1�s�t� ≥ ��s1�s�. Now take s1 = 1, so 0 = ��1� = ��s�. Now suppose that
��s� = 0. By �1�E , there exist q� z such that 1 = q�s + z with ��z� < ��s� if z is
nonzero. So, we conclude that q�s = 1.

Second, assume that s is not invertible. Let s1 ∈ R�, and set u �= s�s1. By �1�E ,
there exist q� z ∈ R such that either (s1 = u�q + z and ��z� < ��u�) or s1 = u�q. In
the second case, s1��1− s�q� = 0, and so s is invertible, a contradiction. Hence s1 =
u�q + z and s1��1− q�s� = z. By �2�E , we have ��s1� ≤ ��z� < ��u�. �

Examples of Euclidean rings.

• The ring � of integers and the ring ��i� of Gaussian integers with a function �
being the logarithm of the norm function.

• Let q be a prime power, the ring �q�X� of polynomials over the finite field �q

with a function � being the degree function.
• Let p be a prime natural number, the ring �p��X�� of formal power series over

�p, with a function � being the X-adic valuation.
• Let R be an Euclidean ring and S a subset of R stable by multiplication (with

0 � S). Then the localization R�S−1 is again an Euclidean ring [28, Proposition 7].
(In particular, the ring �q�X� X−1� is Euclidean.)

• Let R be a PID with finitely many prime ideals, and let vi be the valuations
corresponding to these maximal ideals. Then R with a function ��x� �=∑

i vi�x� is
an Euclidean ring [28, Proposition 5].

Definition 2.1. Let �R�+� ·� 0� 1� �� be an Euclidean ring equipped with an
Euclidean function � � R� → � satisfying �1�E and �2�E . Let r ∈ R� be a non-
invertible element. Let Pr �= �rn � n ∈ �	. We define two functions �r� Vr from R�

to Pr as follows:

• The function �r � R� → Pr maps u to the highest power rn of r with the property
that ��rn� ≤ ��u� < ��rn+1�. Thanks to Lemma 2.1, �r is well defined.

• The function Vr � R� → Pr sending u to the highest power of r dividing u. It is
well defined because R is a UFD.

We extend �r and Vr on the whole of R by setting �r�0� �= 0 and Vr�0� �= 0.

Lemma 2.2. Let �R�+� ·� 0� 1� �� be an Euclidean ring equipped with an Euclidean
function � � R� → � satisfying �1�E and �2�E . Then, the function �r � R� → Pr defined
above has the following properties:

(1) ∀x �= 0 ∀y �= 0 ��r�x� = y ↔ �r�y� = y & ��y� ≤ ��x� < ��r · y� and �r�1� = 1;
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2080 POINT ET AL.

(2) ∀x �= 0 ���r�x� = x ↔ �r�x�r� = x�r� & �r��r�x�� = �r�x��;
(3) ∀x �= 0 ��r�x� = �r���x��, for any invertible element � ∈ R�.

Proof. (1) Let n ∈ �. Since r is not invertible, we have by Lemma 2.1, that
��rn� < ��rn+1� and so �r�r

n� = rn. Moreover, the set ���rn� � n ∈ �	 is cofinal in
�.

(2) By definition, �r�x� = x implies that x = rm, for some m ∈ �� In that case,
�r�x�r� = �r�r

m+1� = x�r. Suppose now that �r�x�r� = x�r, then x�r = rk for some k ∈
�. Note that k ≥ 1 since r is not invertible. Since R has no zero-divisors, we get that
x = rk−1, and so �r�x� = x.

(3) By Lemma 2.1, for an invertible element � ∈ R�, ��x��� = ��x�. Hence, we
have that �r�x� = �r�x���.

�

Lemma 2.3. Let R be a UFD. Let r ∈ R� be a non-invertible element such that no
sum of at least two powers of that element is invertible, except 1. Let k�  ∈ ��. We
have rk − 1�r − 1 if and only if k�.

Proof. If  = nk, for some n ≥ 1, then r − 1 = �rk − 1��r�n−1�k + r�n−2�k + · · · +
rk + 1�.

We only have to prove that, if rk − 1�r − 1, then k� (and, in particular, k ≤
). We proceed by induction on + k. We may clearly assume that k �= . As a
first case, if k+  = 3, then the result obviously holds if k = 1 and  = 2. Suppose
now that k = 2 and  = 1. Assume that r2 − 1�r − 1. Since R is a UFD, r + 1 is
invertible, but by assumption, this implies that r + 1 = 1 and thus r = 0. We get a
contradiction with the fact that r ∈ R�. So this situation does not occur. We assume
that the result holds for 3 ≤ k+  < n.

Assume that we have r − 1 = �rk − 1��q, with k+  = n, and thus

r = rk�q − �q − 1�� (1)

First assume that  > k. So rk divides q − 1. There exists u such that q − 1 =
rk�u. Then we have r = rk��q − u�. Since R is a UFD, we get r−k = q − u, i.e.,
r−k − 1 = �rk − 1��u. By the induction hypothesis, k�− k and so k�.

Suppose now that  < k (we will show that this situation never occurs).
From (1), we deduce that q − 1 = r�rk−�q − 1�. Thus there exists some u such
that q − 1 = r�u. So q = r�u+ 1 and r − 1 = �rk − 1���r�u+ 1�. So, we get
1= rk− − u+ rk�u, i.e.,

1− rk− = �rk − 1��u�

If k−  < , i.e., k < 2, then by the induction hypothesis, we get k�k− . Thus
k−  ≥ k, which is a contradiction.

If k = 2, in that case set rk = s. The initial assumption rk − 1�r − 1 can
be rewritten as s2 − 1�s − 1, i.e., s + 1�1, as observed in the case k = 2 and  = 1,
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MULTIPLICATION IN EXPANSIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 2081

which contradicts our assumption. More generally, with the same reasoning, we may
assume that k is not a multiple of .

Otherwise, k > 2. Then since rk − 1�r − 1 and rk − 1�rk− − 1, we have
that rk − 1�r��1− rk−2�. Since rk − 1 and r have no prime factors in common,
rk − 1�1− rk−2.

Either k− 2 < , so we apply the induction hypothesis and we obtain a
contradiction, or k− 2 >  (k �= 3). Then since rk − 1�r − 1 and rk − 1�rk−2 − 1,
we have that rk − 1�r��1− rk−3�. Since rk − 1 and r have no prime factors in
common, rk − 1�1− rk−3.

We iterate the above reasoning and suppose that for any j ∈ �� such that
j < k, we have rk − 1�r��1− rk−j�. Further we may assume that j is chosen such
that k < �j + 1�, so k− j < , and so we may apply the induction hypothesis and
get a contradiction. So, we have that, if rk − 1�r − 1, then  ≥ k. �

Corollary 2.4 ([22, Theorem 2]). Under the same hypothesis on R and r as in
Lemma 2.3, let f be the partial multiplication restricted to R× Pr , namely f�u� rn� �=
u�rn, where u ∈ R and rn ∈ Pr . Then the theory of �R�+� 0� 1� Pr� f� is undecidable.

Proof. One interprets the structure ���+� ��, where � is a binary relation symbol
for division, in �R�+� 0� 1� Pr� f� as follows: � is in bijection with Pr , (n+m =
k iff f�rn� rm� = rk) and we interpret division, using the above lemma, as (n�m iff
∃u f�u� rn�+ 1 = rm + u). �

Definition 2.2. Let �R�+� ·� 0� 1� �� be an Euclidean ring equipped with an
Euclidean function � � R� → � satisfying �1�E and �2�E . We introduce a (total) pre-
ordering � on R as follows. Let r� s ∈ R�. We write r � s, if ��r� ≤ ��s�, and we set
0 ≺ r, for all r ∈ R�, where as usual for any u� v ∈ R u ≺ v if �u � v & ¬ �v � u��.

Note that for r ∈ R� a non-invertible element, � induces on Pr a total order
(Lemma 2.1).

We may reformulate the fact that, if ��s� = 0, then s is invertible, and
the properties �1�E and �2�E above in terms of the relation �. Hence, the ring
�R�+� ·� � � 0� 1� that we are considering satisfies the following assumptions:

(1) �R�+� ·� 0� 1� is a commutative integral domain which is a UFD and � is a
transitive relation with minimum 0 such that ∀x∀y �x � y or y � x�;

(2) ∀x �= 0 ��∀y �= 0 x � y� → �∃u x�u = 1��;
(3) ∀x ∀y �= 0 ∃q ∃z �x = y�q + z & �z = 0 or z ≺ y));
(4) ∀x �= 0 ∀y �= 0 x � x�y.

We will consider various reducts of the ring structure. First let us consider the
additive structure. Let �R �= �+�−� 0� �s� s ∈ R	 be the language of right R-modules
where, for any element s ∈ R, �s denotes the unary function sending an element u ∈
R to its scalar multiplication by s, namely u�s.

It is well known that the theory TR of right R-modules is decidable in the
following case. Recall that a domain is a Dedekind domain if every ideal decomposes
uniquely as a product of prime ideals.
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2082 POINT ET AL.

Proposition 2.5 ([10, Theorem 5.4]). Let R be a recursively presented Dedekind ring
with decidable word problem. Suppose there is an effective listing of the distinct maximal
ideals Mi, and suppose the cardinality (� or a finite integer) of R/Mi is computable
from i. Then TR is decidable.

In particular, if R = �, or R = �p�X�, then the above proposition applies.
Now still forgetting about multiplication, but enriching the module structure

on R, we will consider the following expansions. Let r ∈ R� be a non-invertible
element and �� �= �R ∪ ��r��	, where �r is a unary function symbol that will be
interpreted as in Definition 2.1. In Lemma 2.2, we have seen that the function �r

satisfies certain properties in any Euclidean ring R that we expressed in the language
�R ∪ ��	. Below we will collect these together with properties of �R��� that can be
expressed in ��. In particular, this will entail that the theory T below is consistent.

Definition 2.3. Let T be the following ��-theory:

(1) � is a total pre-ordering;
(2) TR, the �R-theory of right R-modules;
(3) ∀x∃y∃z x = y�s + z & �z ≺ s or z = 0�, for every non-invertible s ∈ R∗;
(4) ∀x �= 0 x ≺ x�s, for every non-invertible s ∈ R∗;
(5) �r�1� = 1 and ∀x �= 0 ���r�x� = x ↔ �r�x�r� = x�r� & �r��r�x�� = �r�x�� and

�r�0� = 0�;
(6) ∀x �= 0 ∀y �= 0 ��r�x� = y ↔ �r�y� = y & y � x ≺ y · r�;
(7) ∀x �= 0 ��r�x� = �r�x����, for every invertible element � ∈ R.

Alternatively, we may replace axiom scheme (2), by the ��-theory of abelian groups
and the properties of scalar multiplication by �r. For ease of notation, we will also
use the unary predicate Pr , which is definable using the function �r by Pr�x� ↔
�r�x� = x� Conversely, note that the function �r is quantifier-free definable in the
structure �R�+� 0��� Pr� �r�.

In the last section, with some further (natural) restrictions on R, we will prove
decidability results for Th�R�+� 0� �r��r �, where �r is a pre-ordering associated
with the r-representation of the elements of R. In case R = �p�X�, this pre-ordering
coincides with the one induced by the degree of a polynomial, and in case R = �,
it coincides with the usual order ≤ on the absolute values of an element. In the
latter case, one can axiomatize the theory of R (in that language), and one obtains
more precise results on its complexity. It would be interesting to see under which
hypothesis one gets an analogous result for R = �p�X�.

Let us quickly review the case where R = �. Taking, for instance r = 2, one
shows that the theory of ���+�−� 0� 1�≤� �2� is axiomatized by the axioms of
discretely ordered abelian groups with smallest strictly positive element 1, axioms
�5� → �7�, plus congruence axioms (axiom scheme (3) is replaced by axiom scheme:
∀x∀y

∨n−1
i=0 x = n�y + i, n ≥ 2, and one has to specify which congruences are satisfied

by powers of 2). It admits quantifier-elimination in the language �+�−� 0� 1�≤
� �2� ·/n� n ∈ ��	, where x/n = y if and only if

∨n−1
i=0 x = n�y + i. It is complete,

has a recursive axiomatization, and so it is decidable [6, 7, 23]. The proof of the
decidability of the theory of ���+�−� 0� 1�≤� V2�, as recalled in the introduction, is
done by completely different methods, using finite automata theory.
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MULTIPLICATION IN EXPANSIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 2083

We can write down some properties that this function Vr (interpreted as in
Definition 2.1) satisfies in any model of T :

Vr�1� = 1 & Vr�0� = 0�

∀x �= 0 �Vr�x� = x → Vr�x�r� = x�r��

∀xVr�x� = Vr��x�� for any invertible element ��

∀x �= 0 ��r�x� = x ↔ Vr�x� = x��

∀x �= 0 �Vr�x� � x ≺ �r�x��r��

∀x ∀y ��Vr�x� = Vr�y�� → Vr�x� � Vr�y + x���

The proof of the following proposition is analogous to [2, Lemma 2.7].

Proposition 2.6. Let R be a commutative integral domain which is a UFD. Then, the
structures �R�+� 0� Vr� ·r� and �R�+� 0� Vrn� ·r� are interdefinable.

Proof. Thanks to Lemma 2.3, note that the set of powers of rn is the set of powers
rk of r such that rn − 1�rk − 1. Otherwise stated, if y is a power of rn, then there
exists z such that �y − 1� = z��rn − 1�. Consequently, we get

Vrn�u� = y ↔ Vr�y� = y & ∃z �y − 1� = z��rn − 1� &
n−1∨
i=0

y�ri = Vr�u��

Conversely, we also have Vr�u� = y ↔ ��
∧n−1

i=1 Vrn�u�ri� = Vrn�u� & y = Vrn�u�� or

n−1∨
i=1

(
Vrn�u�ri� = Vrn�u��rn & y = Vrn�u��rn−i &

i−1∧
j=0

Vrn�u�rj� = Vrn�u�

)]
�

�

Definition 2.4. Let u ∈ R�. We will call an r-representation of u the as

u =
k∑

n=0

rn�un

with un ≺ r , for 0 ≤ n ≤ k and uk �= 0. For each u ∈ R� with u ≺ r, we define a
binary predicate Xr�u�x� y� as follows: it holds if and only if x ∈ Pr and y has an r-
representation where x occurs with coefficient u. Note that, at this stage, we do not
require that all elements have at least such an r-representation (see Definition 2.10
later on).

Remark 2.7. Suppose u has two r-representations, namely
∑k

n=0 rn�un and∑k
n=0 rn�vn. Then u0 − v0 ≡ 0 (modulo r). So if we impose uniqueness of the r-

representations, we need to assume that the elements un ≺ r, un ∈ R�, are not
congruent to 0 modulo r (or that there is a finite set of representatives of R/�r�R�
in R with respect to which any element of R� has an r-representation).
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2084 POINT ET AL.

In the next lemma, we show that we can retrieve from an r-representation of
u, the value of Vr�u�.

Lemma 2.8. Suppose that u has an r-representation of the form
∑k

n=m rn�un with m ≤
k and um �= 0. If Vr�u� = r, then m = .

Proof. It is clear that rm divides Vr�u�, so  ≥ m. We proceed by contradiction and
assume that  > m. Since Vr�u� = r, we have

∑k
n=m rn�un = r�s with r not dividing

s. So we get

k∑
n=m+1

rn−m�un + um = r−m�s

with ��um� < ��r� because by definition of an r-representation um ≺ r. From the
equality above, since  > m, we derive that r divides um, i.e., there exists x such that
r�x = um. This implies, by �2�E , that ��r� ≤ ��um�, a contradiction. �

Definition 2.5. We say that hypothesis �C+�r is satisfied whenever the following
weak compatibility condition between � and + holds, for a given r-representation.
Given any finite sum u �= 0 of distinct powers of r,

u =
n∑

i=0

rmi with m0 < · · · < mn�

then we have rmn � u ≺ rmn+1 or equivalently �r�u� = rmn . In other words, given an
element u ∈ R� which has an r-representation as a finite sum of powers of r, these
powers lie between Vr�u� and �r�u� (for the pre-ordering �).

We say that hypothesis �C×� is satisfied whenever the following weak
compatibility condition between � and × holds: for all non-invertible elements
u1� u2� u3 ∈ R� such that u1 ≺ u2, then u1�u3 ≺ u2�u3.

Consider the ring ��i� of Gaussian integers, and let r = −2+ i. Then
hypothesis �C+�r does not hold; namely, write u = −1+ i as �−2+ i��1+ 1. We
have ¬��−2+ i� � u�. For �C+�r to hold, we can choose for instance r of the form
n± i, for n large enough.

Hypothesis �C+�r is satisfied for R = �, R = �p�X�, and also for any R ⊂ �
when the pre-ordering is induced by the absolute value (and r > 0). Hypothesis
�C×� is satisfied whenever the pre-ordering is induced by a valuation or a norm.

Remark 2.9. Under the hypothesis �C+�r , we will show that certain sets are
definable in �R�+� 0��� Vr�. We begin by defining the unary predicate X1�u� which
will be interpreted as the subset of elements of R which have an r-representation
with coefficients 1. First we distinguish the case where Pr�u� holds. Then we express
that given any power x of r between Vr�u� and �r�u�, we can decompose u as a sum
of either two elements u0� u1, or three elements u0� u1� x depending on the fact that
this power x does occur in an r-representation of u or not, and the powers occurring
in an r-representation of u0 (respectively, u1) are strictly smaller (respectively larger)
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MULTIPLICATION IN EXPANSIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 2085

than x. Moreover given another power y �= x of r between Vr�u� and �r�u�, we can
decompose either u0 or u1 in a similar way. Therefore, we can express u as a sum
of powers of r between Vr�u� and �r�u�; by Lemma 2.8, Vr�u� is the smallest such
power, and by hypothesis �C+�r , �r�u� is the largest such one.

So, let X1�u� ↔ ��u�, where ��u� �= Pr�u� or

∀x ��Pr�x� & Vr�u� � x � �r�u�� → ∃u0∃u1 u = u0 + u1 or u = u0 + x+ u1 &

�r�u0� ≺ x & x ≺ Vr�u1�� & �r�u1� = �r�u� & Vr�u0� = Vr�u� &

∀y ��Pr�y� & Vr�u� � y � �r�u0�� → ∃u′0∃u′1 u0 = u′0 + u′1 or u0 = u′0 + y + u′1 &

�r�u
′
0� ≺ y & y ≺ Vr�u

′
1�� & �r�u

′
1� = �r�u0� & Vr�u

′
0� = Vr�u0� &

∀z ��Pr�z� & Vr�u1� � z � �r�u1�� → ∃u′0∃u′1 u1 = u′0 + u′1 or u1 = u′0 + z+ u′1 &

�r�u
′
0� ≺ z & z ≺ Vr�u

′
1�� & �r�u

′
1� = �r�u1� & Vr�u

′
0� = Vr�u1��

The predicate Xr�1�x� y� (see Definition 2.4) on Pr × X1 is definable in
�R�+�−� 0��� Vr� by the following formula:

Pr�x� & Vr�y� � x � �r�y� & ∃y0∃y1 �y = y1 + x+ y0

& �y1 �= 0 → ��r�y� = �r�y1� & x ≺ Vr�y1���

& �r�y0 + x� = x & �y0 �= 0 → �r�y0� ≺ x� & Vr�y0 + x� = Vr�y���

Note that if hypothesis �C+�r does not hold, one can still define in some cases these
predicates. It suffices to be able to define for an element u written as a sum of powers
of r , the highest power of r occurring in that sum.

Notation 2.1. Let � be an �-structure. We will denote by Th
��� the weak
monadic second-order theory of �; it is the extension of the first-order theory of �
allowing quantification over finite subsets of M , the domain of � (rather than just
over elements of M) [12, Section 2.8].

Lemma 2.10. Let r ∈ R� be non-invertible. Then in Th�R�+��� Vr� �r�, one can
interpret Th
��� S� and Th
�Pr� �r�, under assumption �C+�r .

Proof. Let n �= �n1� � � � � nk	 be a finite subset of �. It is in bijection with the
finite subset �rn1� � � � � rnk	 of Pr , and it is interpreted by the element �n� of R equal
to

∑
i∈n ri. The set X1 of elements u of R which have an r-representation with

coefficients 1 is defined by the formula ��u� (see Remark 2.9).
The successor function is interpreted by scalar multiplication �r on Pr .
The relation m ∈ n is interpreted by the binary predicate Xr�1�r

m� �n�� (see
Definition 2.4 and Remark 2.9). �

Definition 2.6. Let r1� r2 ∈ R�. We say that r1 and r2 are multiplicatively
independent, if there do not exist nonzero natural numbers m� n ∈ �� such that
rn

1 = rm
2 .
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2086 POINT ET AL.

Definition 2.7. Let �E�≤� be infinite totally discretely ordered set. Let a ∈ E, and
then S�a� is the smallest element of E strictly bigger than a, namely S�a� = b iff
∀c ��a < c� ↔ b ≤ c�.

As we recalled in the introduction, there are several variants of the notion of
skipping functions. We will use the following terminology.

Definition 2.8. Let �E�≤� be infinite totally discretely ordered set. We will say that
a function h � E → E, is a skipping function if for infinitely many a ∈ E, h�S�a�� >
S�h�a��. We will say that h is a regular skipping function if for all a ∈ E, h�S�a�� >
S�h�a��.

Before considering the general case of multiplicatively independent elements,
we will place ourselves in the special case where none of the two supports is included
in the other one (where the support of an element is the set of its prime divisors,
see Section 2). One proceeds as in the case of �, first by proving the existence of
a strictly increasing skipping function on Pr and then by interpreting the ring of
natural numbers on that definable subset of Pr .

In the general case of multiplicatively independent elements, we will show
that there exists a definable finite partition of Pr and, on each element of this
partition, the existence of a skipping function. Under a further assumption on the
r-representations of elements of R, namely the assumption �Rep�r introduced in
Definition 2.10, we will use such function in order to define multiplication in our
structure (which a priori is stronger than interpreting ���+� �� on Pr).

Definition 2.9. Let r� s ∈ R be two non-invertible elements, and we will use the
following notation. Let rs be the product of all prime factors occurring in the
intersection of the supports of r and s. We make the convention that, in case where
the intersection of the supports of r and s is empty, then rs �= 1.

Theorem 2.11. Assume that R satisfies hypotheses �C+�r and �C×�. Let r� s ∈ R� be
two non-invertible elements such that neither the support of r is included in the support
of s nor the support of s is included in the support of r. Then the theory of

�R�+�−� 0��� Vr� Vs� ·r� ·s� ·rs�

is undecidable.

In order to show the existence of a skipping function, we will consider two
cases. Since R is a UFD, we may write r = r0�r1 and s = s0�s1, with r0� r1� s1 pairwise
co-prime and supp�r0� = supp�s0�. Note that if the intersection of these supports
is empty, then we set r0 = s0 = 1. We will distinguish whether or not r0 and s0

are multiplicatively dependent. As a special case, we first treat the case where r0 =
s0 (which contains the main arguments used when r0 and s0 are multiplicatively
dependent).

Lemma 2.12. Assume that R satisfies hypothesis �C×�. Assume that r = r0�r1 and s =
r0�s1, with r0� r1� s1 pairwise co-prime and that s � r. Then, in �R�+�−� 0��� Vr� Vs� ·r�,
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MULTIPLICATION IN EXPANSIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 2087

one can define a strictly increasing function h � Pr → Pr (with respect to �) which is a
skipping function.

Proof. We will construct a definable strictly increasing function h � Pr → Pr , such
that rc+1�h�rn� � h�rn+c�, for some strictly positive constant c ∈ � (which implies
that h is a skipping function).

We first define a least common multiple of rn and sm, up to an invertible
element, as follows. We will use the notation lcm�rn� sm� ∼ u where u is any element
satisfying the formula ��u� rn� sm� �=

Vr�u� = rn & Vs�u� = sm & ∀x ��Vr�x� = rn & Vs�x� = sm� → u � x��

Note that, if m ≥ n, then lcm�rn� sm� is, up to an invertible element, equal to
rm

0 �rn
1 �sm

1 .
The function h is obtained as the composition of the following three strictly

increasing functions.
Let h1 � Pr → Ps� rn 	→ sm, where sm is the least element of Ps with rn ≺ sm.

Let us denote m �= vs�n�. We have vs�n� ≥ n+ 1. Indeed, since s � r, by hypothesis
�C×� on R, s2 � r�s � r2 and iterating, we get sn � rn. Moreover, h1 is strictly
increasing: since sm−1 � rn ≺ sm, we have sm−1�r � rn+1 � sm�r. Since s � r, we have
sm � sm−1 � r � rn+1 and so h1�r

n� ≺ h1�r
n+1�.

Let h2 � Pr → R� rn 	→ lcm�rn� h1�r
n��. (It is an abuse of notation since

lcm�rn� h1�r
n�� is only defined up to an invertible element, but as we will see below,

it will not matter.)
Finally, let h � Pr → Pr� rn 	→ rk, where rk �= r��r�h2�r

n��, namely rk is the
least element of Pr strictly larger (for ≺) than h2�r

n�. So h is definable in
�R�+�−� 0��� Vr� Vs� ·r� and strictly increasing.

By Lemma 2.1, since s1 is non-invertible, there exists a constant c such that
r � sc

1. Let us show that rc+1�h�rn� � h�rn+c�.
Write

lcm�rn� h1�r
n�� ∼ r

vs�n�
0 �rn

1 �s
vs�n�
1 and lcm�rn+1� h1�r

n+1�� ∼ r
vs�n+1�
0 �rn+1

1 �s
vs�n+1�
1

with n < vs�n� < vs�n+ 1�. So r�lcm�rn� h1�r
n���s

vs�n+1�−vs�n�
1 � lcm�rn+1� h1�r

n+1��.
Therefore, if rk−1 � lcm�rn� h1�r

n�� ≺ rk, then rk � r�lcm�rn� h1�r
n�� ≺ rk+1 and

rk � r�lcm�rn� h1�r
n���s

vs�n+1�−vs�n�
1 � lcm�rn+1� h1�r

n+1��. Since vs�n+ 1�− vs�n� ≥ 1,
and by choice of c, we get that rc+1�lcm�rn� h1�r

n�� � lcm�rn+c� h1�r
n+c��� By

definition of h, we get that rc+1�h�rn� � h�rn+c�. �

Corollary 2.13. Under the same hypothesis on R as in Lemma 2.12, assume that
r = r0�r1 and s = s0�s1, r0� s0 being multiplicatively dependent, namely rn

0 = sm
0 , for

some n� m ∈ � \ �0	 and r0� r1� s1 are pairwise co-prime. Assume that sm � rn. Then in
�R�+�−� 0��� Vr� Vs� ·r� ·s�, one can define a strictly increasing function h � Prn → Prn

(with respect to �) which is a skipping function.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of the preceding lemma, replacing r
(respectively, s) by a power rn (respectively, by sm). �

Proposition 2.14. Assume that R satisfies hypothesis �C×�. Assume that neither the
support of r, nor the support of s is included in the support of other one. Then, in
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2088 POINT ET AL.

�R�+�−� 0��� Vr� Vs� ·r� ·s� ·rs�, one can define a strictly increasing function h: Pr →
Pr (with respect to �) which is a skipping function.

Proof. Since R is a UFD, we may write r = r0�r1 and s = s0�s1, with r0� r1� s1

pairwise co-prime and supp�r0� = supp�s0�. The case where r0 and s0 multiplicatively
dependent was treated in Lemma 2.12 and Corollary 2.13. The remaining case is
when r0 and s0 are multiplicatively independent. Since R is a UFD, r0 and s0 can
be decomposed as a product of their prime factors p0� · · · � p as follows (up to an
invertible element).

Let r0 = p0
�0 � · · · �p

� and s0 = p0
�0 � · · · �p

� . W.lo.g. let �0
�0
= mini�

�i

�i
	 and

�

�
= maxi�

�i

�i
	. By replacing r and s by a power, we may assume that �0 = �0 and

� �= �

�
> 1. We will define a strictly increasing function f from Pr to Pr sending

rn to r�n���. Choosing c such that rc+1�f�rn� ≤ f�rn+c�, we get a skipping function.
In order to get �c + 1�+ �n��� ≤ ��n+ c����, we choose c such that c + 2+ n�� ≤
n��+ c��, i.e., 2 ≤ c���− 1�.

In order to define f , we will use the scalar multiplication by rs (introduced in
Definition 2.9), and we first define g � Pr → Ps � rn 	→ s�n��� by the following formula:
g�x� = y iff x ∈ Pr& y ∈ Ps and ��� ∀u ��Vr�u�rs� � x & Vs�u� � y� → Vr�u� � x� and
y is the smallest power of s satisfying ���.

Assume that u satisfies �Vr�u�rs� � x & Vs�u� � y�; then u�rs = x�x1

and u = y�y1. By assumption, y is of the form p0
�0�m� · · · �p

��m�sm
1 and x =

p0
�0�n� · · · �p

��n�rn
1 . Since R is a UFD, we get that u = p0

�0�n−1� · · · �p
��n−1�rn

1 �x1 =
p0

�0�m� · · · �p
��m�sm

1 �y1. If u satisfies the implication in ���, then
∧

i=0 �i�m ≥ �i�n.
The exponent m corresponding to a smallest such u is equal to � �

�
��n.

Now we define a function h � Ps → Pr � sm 	→ rm. It is defined in a similar way
as above, by h�x� = y iff x ∈ Ps& y ∈ Pr and ���� ∀u ��Vs�u�rs� � x & Vr�u� � y� →
Vs�u� � x� and y is the smallest power of r satisfying ����.

Assume that u satisfies as �Vs�u�rs� � x & Vr�u� � y�; then u�rs = x�x1

and u = y�y1. By assumption, y is of the form p0
�0�n� · · · �p

��n�rn
1 and x =

p0
�0�m� · · · �p

��m�sm
1 . Since R is a UFD, we get that u = p0

�0�m−1� · · · �p
��m−1�sm

1 �x1 =
p0

�0�n� · · · �p
��n�rn

1 �y1. If u satisfies the implication in ����, then
∧

i=0 �i�n ≥ �i�m. The
exponent n corresponding to a smallest such u is equal to � �1

�1
��m, namely n = m.

The function f is the composition of g and h. �

Remark 2.15. Note that, in [34, Lemma 3.4], the author does not define the
multiplication of two elements but rather their least common multiple. However, as
shown by the third author in Chapter 8 of his thesis [36], this is enough to define a
skipping function using the ideas of [34]. We followed here the same treatment.

Question 2.1. Recall that R. Villemaire has shown the undecidability of
���+� Vp� Vq� with p� q being multiplicatively independent integers. Then, the result
has been generalized by A. Bès to the undecidability of ���+� Vp� Pq�. It is therefore
natural to consider the following question. Can we define such a skipping function
in �R�+�−� 0��� Pr� Vs�, where Pr is a unary predicate for powers of r and r� s two
multiplicatively independent elements, as in the integer case?

Proof of Theorem 2.11. Without loss of generality, from now on we will assume
that s � r. We show that one can interpret ���+� ·� in �R�+� 0��� Vr� Vs� ·r� ·s� ·rs�
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MULTIPLICATION IN EXPANSIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 2089

in the following way. We take the set Pr of powers of r, and we define addition and
multiplication on the exponents of these powers, following the proof of C. Elgot
and M. Rabin [9] and its generalization due to W. Thomas [33]. First note that we
can code in that structure finite subsets of Pr (see Lemma 2.10).

C. Elgot and M. Rabin show [9, Theorem 2] that, if one has a strictly
monotone regular skipping function h � �→ �, then one can define in Th
��� <
� h� a function

g � �→ � such that g−1�a� is infinite for all a� (�)

Using such function, they show how to define uniformly any finite binary relation
on � [9, Theorem 1]. Then one uses the recursive definitions of + and · to interpret
the full arithmetic in Th
��� S� h� ([9, Section 1]).

W. Thomas generalized their result to the case where one has a strictly
monotone skipping function h � �→ �. He first defined a function g in ��� S� h�
with the property that M �= �a ∈ � � g−1�a� is infinite	 is infinite and definable.
Then, he relativized the previous proof to M defining addition and multiplication
on M , which enabled him to interpret full arithmetic in Th
��� S� h�. For the
convenience of the reader, we will give the main steps of the above argument, and
since we will apply it to a subset of Pr , for clarity of exposition, we will replace �
by E, a countable discretely ordered set with a minimum.

Claim 2.16. Let �E�≤� be a countable infinite discretely totally ordered set with
a minimum and h a strictly increasing regular skipping function. Then there is a
function g satisfying ��� definable in Th
�E�≤� h�.

Proof of Claim: Denote by S the successor function on E. Let g�x� = n if x =
hm�S�h�n��� for some n� m ∈ �, and g�x� = 0, otherwise. Such a function g is
well defined. Suppose hm�S�h�n��� = hm+k�S�h�n′���, with k �= 0; then S�h�n�� would
belong to the image of h, a contradiction, and hm�S�h�n��� �= hm�S�h�n′���, with n �=
n′ since h is strictly increasing.

By construction, g−1�n� is infinite: It is equal to �hm�S�h�n��� � m ∈ �	.
Finally, g is definable in Th
�E� S� h�. Let

G�x� y� �= ∀� �x ∈ � &∀z �h�z� ∈ � → z ∈ �� → S�h�y��� ∈ ��

Then g�x� = y iff G�x� y� ∨ �∀u ¬G�x� u� & y = 0� holds. �

Claim 2.17. There exists a formula F��� �� �� in Th
�E�≤� g� such that, for any finite
subset R ⊂ E × E, there exists a finite subset � of E such that F��� x� y� holds iff
�x� y� ∈ R.

Proof of Claim: Let R �= ��x1� y1�� � � � � �xk� yk�	. Since g is surjective, there exists n1

such that g�n1� = x1. Since g−1�y1� is infinite, there exists n2 > n1 such that g�n2� =
y1. Then we find n3 > n2 such that g�n3� = x2, etc. So let � �= �n1� n2� · · · � n2k−1� n2k	
with n1 < n2 < · · · < n2k and g�n2i−1� = xi, g�n2i� = yi.

We define two auxiliary formulas: Od��� x� and Next��� x� y�, where assuming
that we enumerated � respecting the order on E, Od��� x� means that x belongs to
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2090 POINT ET AL.

� and has an odd index and Next��� x� y� means that x� y belong to � and y is the
next element in the enumeration after x.

Next��� x� y� �= x ∈ � & y ∈ � &x < y & ∀z �x < z < y → ¬�z ∈ ���.
Od��� x� �= x ∈ � & ∀� ��� ⊂ � & ∀y� y ∈ � & ∀z¬Next ��� z� y� → y ∈ �� & ∀y

∀z∀u �y ∈ � & Next��� y� u� & Next��� u� z� → z ∈ �� → x ∈ ��.
Let F��� x� y� �= ∃u∃v �u ∈ � & v ∈ � & Od��� u� & Next��� u� v� & g�u� = x &

g�v� = y�. �

Claim 2.18. Assuming such formula F exists, let us show we can interpret
���+� ·� in Th
�E�≤� h�� Recall that S denotes the successor function on E.

Proof of Claim: First we construct an auxiliary formula depending on � and z
expressing that, on the interval �0� z�, the finite relation coded by � is 1 to 1.

Func��� z� �= ∀x �x ≤ z → ∃!y F��� x� y�. We enumerate E respecting the order,
E = �en�n∈�. We define an operation ⊕ (respectively, ⊗) on E such that en1

⊕ en2
=

en1+n2
(respectively, en1

⊗ en2
= en1·n2

). Denote by 0E the smallest element of E (it is
definable with ≤).

This operation ⊕ on E with �en1
= x� en2

= y� en1+n2
= z� is then defined by

∃� Func��� y� & �0E� en1
� ∈ � & ∀�u� v��u < y & �u� v� ∈ � → �S�u�� S�v�� ∈ ��

& �y� z� ∈ ��

The operation ⊗ on E �en1
= x� en2

= y� en1�n2
= z� is defined by

�0E� x� ∈ �� �y� z� ∈ � & ∀�u� v��u < y & �u� v� ∈ � → �u⊕ x� v⊕ x� ∈ ���

where u⊕ x has been defined by the preceding formula. �

Finally, we will show how to adapt the above proof if we only have a strictly
increasing skipping function h. First, one constructs a function g with infinitely
many infinite inverse images definable in Th
�E� S� h�, then one shows that the set of
elements with that property is definable, and finally one relativizes the above results
to that definable set.

Claim 2.19. There is a definable function g in Th
�E� S� h� with infinitely many
infinite inverse images.

Proof of Claim: Define g�x� �= y if x = hm�S�h�y��� for some m and if there is no z
such that h�z� = S�h�y��, and otherwise set g�x� = 0.

Let G�x� y� �= ∀��x ∈ �&∀z��h�z� ∈ � → z ∈ ��&�¬�∃zh�z� = S�h�y����� →
S�h�y�� ∈ ���

Then g�x� = y iff G�x� y� ∨ �∀u ¬G�x� u� & y = 0�. �

Claim 2.20. The set I�g� �= �a ∈ E � g−1�a� is infinite	 is definable in �E�≤� h�.

Proof of Claim: x ∈ I�g� iff ∀y ∃z �z > y & g�z� = x� �
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MULTIPLICATION IN EXPANSIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 2091

Now the proof of the theorem is complete. We first define a skipping function
h on Pr in the structure �R�+� 0��� Vr� Vs� ·r� ·s� ·rs�. Then we define a function g
on a definable subset I�g� of Pr in Th
�Pr�≤� ·r� h�. We apply the Claims 2.15,
2.16 to the definable set �I�g��≤� g �I�g��, and so we interpret the full arithmetic in
Th
�I�g��≤� g �I�g��. Therefore, using Lemma 2.10, also in Th�R�+� 0� Vr��� ·r� h�
and ultimately in Th�R�+� 0� Vr� Vs��� ·r� ·s� ·rs�. Note that hypothesis �C+�r was
used in Lemma 2.10 and hypothesis �C×� in Lemma 2.12. �

Now we will put further assumptions on R, namely that any element of R
has an r-representation. It will allow us to define first a skipping function on a
definable finite partition of Pr and then multiplication in the structure �R�+�−� 0�
�� Vr� Vs� �u� u ∈ R��, whenever r and s are two non-invertible elements of R� that
are multiplicatively independent. We will use the notion of interpretability as defined
in [12, Chapter 5, Section 3] (see also the example below the following definition).

Definition 2.10. We consider the compatibility of any r-representation and the �-
function (or, equivalently the pre-ordering �). We say that assumption �Rep�r on R
is satisfied whenever the following conditions hold:

• There exists a subset A ⊂ �a ∈ R� � a ≺ r	 such that any two distinct elements
ui� uj ∈ A are incongruent modulo r or, equivalently, are distinct representatives
of R/��r�R� \ �0	�;

• There exists R0 ⊂ R such that �R�+� ·� 0� 1� is interpretable with R0 with the
induced operations, where each element of u ∈ R�

0 has an r-representation of the
form u =∑k

n=0 rn�un with uk �= 0 and un ∈ A for 0 ≤ n ≤ k, and rk � u ≺ rk+1 and
conversely any element u of that form belongs to R0.

If, in addition, such a subset A can be chosen finite, we will denote the resulting
assumption by �Rep�r�fin.

For instance, if R = � and � is the logarithm of the absolute value, R0 = �.
About the interpretation, a positive integer n can be represented as the pair �n� 0� ∈
�×� and a negative integer m is represented as �0� m� ∈ �×�. Then to define
addition, we have �a� 0�+ �0� b� = �a− b� 0� whenever a ≥ b, and �a� 0�+ �0� b� =
�0� b − a�, otherwise. Formally, � is in one-to-one correspondence with a definable
subset of �×�, and operations in � are definable in this new set.

One could also impose further (definable) conditions on the r-representations
to get uniqueness. For instance, one could allow two sets of digits, say A and A′,
but impose that all the coefficients belong either to A or to A′.

Under assumption �Rep�r�fin, we associate with an element of R�
0 a finite word

over the alphabet A.

Remark 2.21. We can make the following observations:

(1) If R satisfies �Rep�r�fin, then it also satisfies �Rep�rn�fin, with n ≥ 2;
(2) Let R be a commutative integral domain. Let � ∈ R and A ⊂ �. Then ��� A	 is

called a number system for R if any u ∈ R has a unique representation of the form∑k
i=0 ci��

i, ci ∈ A and ck �= 0 if u �= 0. It is a canonical number system if A ⊂ �.
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2092 POINT ET AL.

The only integral domains having a number system are either polynomial rings
over �p, or of the form ����, where � is algebraic over � [15, Theorem 1].

(3) There are also results in the non-integral case, for instance in the case of a ring
of the form ��X�/�P�X��, where P�X� is not necessarily irreducible [1, 16]. In [1],
conditions on the coefficients of the polynomial P�X� under which P is a base
of the canonical system are given.

Remark 2.22. Note that adding − to the structure �R�+� 0��� Vr� Vs� and
considering therefore �R�+�−� 0��� Vr� Vs� has an importance in terms of the
complexity of the corresponding formulas. For instance, suppose that we consider
the formula u = Vr�x − y�. If − is not in the language of our structure, then the
former atomic formula is equivalent to an existential formula such as ∃z�x = y +
z&u = Vr�z��.

Lemma 2.23. Under assumption �Rep�r , the following relations are first-order
definable in �R�+�−� 0� Vr���, let u ∈ R0:

Xr�u0� u� expressing that u0 ∈ Pr occurs in the r-representation of u (with some
coefficient);

Xr�1�u0� u� expressing that u0 ∈ Pr occurs in the r-representation of u with
coefficient 1;

X1�u� expressing that any element of Pr which occurs in the r-representation of u
occurs with coefficient 1.

Proof. Since we are assuming that u ∈ R0, the relations Xr�1 and X1 can be
expressed using the formulas stated in Remark 2.9. It remains to consider Xr�u0� u�.
Then u0 ∈ Pr , and it occurs in the corresponding r-representation of u iff the
following formula holds:

Vr�u0� = u0 & ∃u′0∃u1 ∃u2 �Vr�u
′
0� = �r�u

′
0� = u0� & ���u0 = Vr�u� & u = u′0 + u2�

∨ �u0 = �r�u� & u = u′0 + u1� ∨ �u = u1 + u′0 + u2�� & ��r�u2� = �r�u� &

u0 ≺ Vr�u2� & �r�u1� ≺ u0 & Vr�u1� = Vr�u����

Lemma 2.24. Under assumption �Rep�r , for any a ∈ A, the relation Xr�a is definable
in �R�+�−� 0� �a� Vr���.

Proof. We have Xr�a�x� y� iff Pr�x� and Vr�y� � x � �r�y� and ∃y1∃y2 �y = y1 +
x�a+ y2 & �y1 �= 0 → ��r�y� = �r�y1� & x ≺ Vr�y1��� & �r�x�a+ y2�= x & �y2 �= 0 →
�r�y2� ≺ x� & Vr�x�a+ y2� = Vr�y�� �

Theorem 2.25. Assume that R satisfies �Rep�r�fin, �C+�r and �C×�. Let r� s ∈ R�

be two non-invertible elements which are multiplicatively independent. Then the graph
of multiplication is definable in �R�+�−� 0��� Vr� Vs� ·r� ·s� ·rs� ��a� a ∈ A	�, and the
theory of that structure is undecidable.

In the case where r and s are multiplicatively dependent, note that by
Proposition 2.6, Vs is definable in �R�+�−� 0� Vr� ·r�. We will see in Section 3 that
under natural assumptions, the theory of �R�+�−� 0��� Vr� ·r� is decidable.
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MULTIPLICATION IN EXPANSIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 2093

Lemma 2.26. Assume that R satisfies hypothesis �C×�. In �R�+�−� 0��,
Vr� Vs� ·r� ·s� ·rs� there is a definable finite partition �Ei�i≤d of Prn , for some natural
numbers n ≥ 1 and d ≥ 1 �only depending on r and s�, and a function h � Pr → Pr

such that, on each Ei, its restriction is a regular skipping function.

Proof. Since R is a UFD, we may write r = ��p
�1
1 � · · · �p�e

e and s = ��p
�1
1 � · · · �

p
�f

f , with �� � invertible elements, p1� � � � � pe� � � � � pf prime elements of R,
�1� � � � � �e� �1� � � � � �f ∈ �. Depending on the supports of r and s, and the respective
multiplicities of the irreducible elements in each of these supports, we will define
a partition of Prn , for some n ≥ 1. The cardinality of that partition will also be
determined in terms of r and s.

In all cases, we will show that we can define a strictly increasing definable
function h on Prn , which satisfies rn�d�h�rn�m� ≺ h�rn�m+n�d�, d� m ≥ 1. Then one can
define a finite partition �Ei�i≤d of Prn such that on each Ei, h is a regular skipping
function. Let Ei �= �x ∈ Pr �

∧i−1
j=0 rj�h�j��x� ∈ Im�h� & ri�h�x� � Im�h�	, where h�j�

denotes the composition of h, j times with itself.

(i) The case where neither the support of r, nor the support of s is included
in the other one, has been dealt with in Proposition 2.14.

(ii) Assume that the support of s is strictly included in the support of r,
namely f < e and for 1 ≤ i ≤ f , �i

�i
= �

�
with �� � ∈ ��. So r� = s��s1 with s� s1 co-

prime. Without loss of generality, we replace r with r� and s by s�, and so we have
r = s�s1.

By Lemma 2.1, s ≺ r and so sn ≺ rn, and if m is the smallest natural number such
that rn ≺ sm, m ≥ n+ 1. As in Lemma 2.12, we define h1�r

n� �= sm.
Let d be the smallest natural number such that s ≺ sd

1 ; d will be equal to the
cardinality of that partition.

By our choice of m, sm−1 ≺ rn, so sm−1�rd ≺ rn+d, i.e., sm−1�sd�sd
1 ≺ rn�rd. We

have sm�sd = sm−1�s�sd ≺ sm−1�sd�sd
1 � rn�rd� and so h1�r

n��sd ≺ h1�r
n�rd�.

We have Vs�r
n� = Vs�s

n�sn
1� = sn. Define g � Ps → Pr as the function which

sends sn to rn; g�x� = y is definable by the formula Vs�y� = x. It is strictly increasing
since s ≺ s�s1 = r and so sn ≺ rn.

We define h = g � h1 � Pr → Pr � rn → g�h1�r
n��, and it has the property that

h�rn��rd = g�h1�r
n���g�rd� ≺ g�h1�r

n�rd�� = h�rn�rd�. So there exists z ∈ Pr − im�h�
with h�rn� ≺ z ≺ h�rn�rd�, and h is definable as the composition of two definable
functions.

(iii) Assume that the support of s is included in the support of r, namely
f ≤ e, and assume without loss of generality that 1 = �1

�1
= min� �i

�i
� 1 ≤ i ≤ f	,

and �f

�f
= max� �i

�i
� 1 ≤ i ≤ f	 > 1 since r�1 and r (respectively, s�1 and s) are

multiplicatively dependent. In this case, we will replace Pr with Pr�1 .

First define h1 � Pr → Ps � rn → sm, where m = �n�
�f

�f
�. This function is strictly

increasing and definable by the formula: h1�x� = y iff ∀u �y � Vs�u� → x � Vr�u��.
Let u = ��p

�1
1 � · · · �p�e

e , where � is invertible and �i ∈ �. (We may restrict
ourselves to this case since the irreducible elements of R occurring in the support of
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2094 POINT ET AL.

u different from p1� � � � � pe do not play a role when we apply the functions Vr and
Vs.)

By Lemma 2.1, y = s1 ≺ Vs�u� if 1 < min�� �i

�i
�� 1 ≤ i ≤ e	 and x = r2 ≺

Vr�u� if 2 < min�� �i

�i
�� 1 ≤ i ≤ e	�

Let g � Ps → Pr � s → r. The function g is definable and strictly increasing.
Let ��y� �= ∀u �y � Vr�u� → x � Vs�u��. We define g�x� = y by

Vr�y� = y & ��y� & ∀z ���z� → y � z��

We define h �= g � h1, which sends r to rk, where k �= ��
�f

�f
�. The function

h is strictly increasing as the composition of two strictly increasing functions, and
it has the property that for all x ∈ Pr there is z ∈ Pr with h�x� ≺ z ≺ h�x�r�f �. This
follows from the fact that r� �h�r� ≺ h�r+�f � = h�r��r�f since �f < �f . Indeed,
��+ �f ��

�f

�f
� = ��

�f

�f
� + �f . �

Proposition 2.27. Assume that R satisfies hypothesis �C×� and that we have a
definable partition �Ei�i≤d of Pr and a regular skipping function h on Ei. In
�R�+�−� 0��� Vr� ·r� h�, we may define functions Hi�x� y� � Pr × Ei → Pr with the
following properties. For all x ∈ Pr , Hi�x� �� is injective on Ei, and for all y ∈ Ei, we
have x � Hi�x� y�.

Proof. Recall that S denotes the successor function on Pr (given by scalar
multiplication by ·r). Let Hi�x� y� = h�t��S � h�y��, where t is minimal such that
h�t��S � h�y�� � x. Since h is strictly increasing, such a t exists.

Let us show that Hi�x� �� is injective. Suppose that Hi�x� y� = Hi�x� y′�. So
h�t��S � h�y�� = h�t′��S � h�y′��. Without loss of generality, t ≥ t′, since h is injective
we get that h�t−t′��S � h�y�� = S � h�y′�� Since S � h�y′� � im�h�, we have that t = t′

and using again the injectivity of h, that y = y′.
Let ��u� x� y� �=u �=0 & Xr�1�S�h�y�� u� & ∀t �t≺x & Xr�1�t� u�→Xr�1�h�t�� u��.
We define Hi in the following way: Hi�x� y� = z iff

∃u∀v ���u� x� y�&���v� x� y� → u � v�&Pr�z� & Xr�1�z� u�

& ∀w��Pr�w� & Xr�1�w� u�� → w � z��� �

Remark 2.28. In the previous proposition, one can replace �R�+�−� 0�
�� Vr� ·r� h� with �R�+�−� 0��� Vr� Vs� ·r� ·rs�. Strictly speaking, in a first order
structure, functions are defined over the whole domain, but h is only defined over
Pr (or Prn ). Of course, as an alternative, one can also consider that h�x� is zero
whenever x does not belong to the domain of h.

Definition 2.11. We define MaxHi�x� y� � Pr × Ei → Pr as max�Hi�x� y′� � y′ � y	�

Proof of Theorem 2.25. Recall that we work in the language � �= �+�−� 0�
Vr� Vs�≺� ·r� ·s� ·rs� ��a� a ∈ A		� Assume that the partition of Pr constructed above
has c elements, namely Pr = �c

i=1Ei.
First, using the functions Hi, given u� w ∈ R, we express that the coefficients

of the r-representations of u, respectively of w, restricted to Ei are the same between
two powers u1 ≺ u2 of r that we denote as follows: v = w ��u1u2�∩Ei

.
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MULTIPLICATION IN EXPANSIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 2095

Let Li be the following 4-ary relation Li ⊂ R× R× Pr × Pr :

Li�v� w� u1� u2� �= Pr�u1� & Pr�u2� &u1 ≺ u2 & MaxHi�u1� �r�v�� ≺ u2&

∀u �Pr�u� & u ∈ Ei → �
∧

a∈A Xr�a�u� v� ↔ Xr�a�Hi�u1� u�� w����

Then, define L�v� w1� � � � � wc� u1� u2� as
∧c

i=1 Li�v� wi� u1� u2�.
Letting x� y� z ∈ R, we want to express by an �-formula ×�x� y� z� that x�y = z.

Without loss of generality, we assume that y �= 0 and that the r-representation of
y �=∑−1

k=0 ak�r
k, with  ≥ 1, ak ∈ A, a−1 �= 0. Then x�y =∑−1

k=0 x�ak�r
k, and note that

the scalar multiplication �ak ∈ A is in our language �.
The idea is the same as in [34]; however, as in [36], we slightly modify the

coding by adding an element which will be used as a counter.
We will make use of an auxiliary element y ∈ R such that

��y� y� �= ��r�y� = �r�y� & ∀u �Xr�u� y� → Xr�1�u� y���

holds; the r-representation of y solely consists of 1’s, and it has the same length as
the r-representation of y. It will serve as a counter: we will construct x�y in  steps.

We will code the following sequence: Start with the subsequence �0� y� y�.
Then the second subsequence is �x�a−1� y − a−1��r�y�� y − �r�y��. To construct the
next element, we make a disjunction of cases whether a−2 is zero or not.

If �r�y − �r�y�� = �r�y − a−1��r�y��, then the next element is

�x�a−1�r + x�a−2� y − a−1��r�y�− a−2�r�y − �r�y��� y − �r�y�− �r�y − �r�y����

and if �r�y − a−1��r�y�� ≺ �r�y − �r�y��� the next element is

�x�a−1�r� y − a−1��r�y�� y − �r�y�− �r�y − �r�y����

We proceed like that until we reach an element of the form �x�a−1�r
−1 + · · · +

x�a0� 0� 0�, namely �x�y� 0� 0�.
In order to code up that sequence, we will separate each subsequence from

the next by a semicolon and use colons for distinguishing between elements of
a subsequence. We make use of simple markers and double markers; the simple
markers will replace the commas, and the double markers, the semicolons. To that
end, we use �w� w′� ∈ R2 whose r-representations only contain 0’s and 1’s, namely
such that X1�w� & X1�w

′� holds (see Lemma 2.23). The sequence w′ will only be used
for distinguishing between simple and double markers.

A simple marker is a sequence ��0� 1�� �0� 0�� and a double marker ��0� 1�� �0� 1��
occurring in �w� w′�. More formally, we will define a marker (simple or double) as a
power t of r which in addition satisfies SM�t� w� w′� �= t ∈ Pr and t occurs in w but
not in w′ and the value t′ such that t′�r = t occurs neither in w nor in w′. So, formally,
Xr�1�t� w� & ¬Xr�1�t� w′� & �∀t′ �t′�r = t → �¬Xr�1�t

′� w� & ¬Xr�1�t
′� w′����.

DM�t� w� w′� �= t ∈ Pr and t occurs both in w and in w′, but t′, where t′�r = t,
does not occur neither in w, nor in w′. So, formally, Xr�1�t� w� & Xr�1�t� w′� &
�∀t′ �t′�r = t → �¬Xr�1�t�r� w� ¬Xr�1�t�r� w′����.

Then we have to indicate where to read the result; the marker t is the
last simple marker if it is equal to �r�w�. A marker t′ is the successor of
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another t, if it is the least power t′ of r which occurs in w with t ≺ t′, namely
Xr�1�t� w� & Xr�1�t

′� w� & ∀t′′ �Xr�1�t
′′� w� & t ≺ t′′ → t′ � t′′�, and we will denote that

power t′ by Sw�t�. We can iterate that operation defining for any natural number
n ≥ 1, S�n�

w �t� �= Sw � S�n−1�
w �t�.

A marker t in w is the last double marker, denoted by LDM�w� w′� if t =
�r�w� = �r�w

′�. The power of t occurring in w preceding it is a simple marker and is
characterized by t = PLM�w� w′� if SM�t� w� w′� & Sw�t� = LDM�w� w′�, and finally
the last double marker preceding LDM�w� w′� is characterized by t = P�2�LM�w� w′�
if DM�t� w� w′� & S�2�

w �t� = LDM�w� w′�.
Set y�0 �= y, and suppose that at step 0 ≤ j − 1 ≤ , we have the sequence

�v� v′� y�j−1�; then at step j, we get either as follows

(1) �v�r + x�a−�j−1�� v′ − �r�v
′��a−�j−1�� y�j−1 − �r�y�j−1��, if ��r�y�j−1� = �r�v

′�&
Xr�a−�j−1�

��r�v
′�� v′��;

(2) or �v�r� v′� y�j−1 − �r�y�j−1�� if �r�v
′� ≺ �r�y�j−1�.

Then we replace commas with simple markers and semicolons with double
markers and add that these markers are successors. Furthermore, supposing that
two successive markers are t1 ≺ t2, we then use the relation L to express that between
t1 ≺ t2 we have the element v (for instance).

Using the relation L to express that between two successive markers, say
t1 ≺ t2,

∧c
i=1 wi��t1t2� is equal (for instance) to v, we can write down the following

formula:
In case �1�: a−j �= 0, i.e., �r�y�j� = �r�v

′��, we get the formula
�ind�1�x� v� v′� y�j� u� w�:

�L�v�r + x�a−�j−1�� w� u� Sw�u�� & L�v′ − �r�v
′��a−j� w� Sw�u�� S�2�

w �u�� &

L�y�j − �r�y�j�� w� S�2�
w �u�� S�3�

w �u��� & DM�u� w� w′� & SM�Sw�u�� w� w′�

& SM�S�2�
w �u�� w� w′��

In case �2�: a−j = 0, i.e., �r�v
′� ≺ �r�y�j�, we therefore obtain the formula

�ind�0�x� v� v′� y�j� u� w�:

L�v�r� w� u� Sw�u��&L�v′� w� Sw�u�� S�2�
w �u��&L�y�j − �r�y�j�� w� S�2�

w �u�� S�3�
w �u�� &

DM�u� w� w′� & SM�Sw�u�� w� w′� & SM�S�2�
w �u�� w� w′��

We begin with the sequence �0� y� y� that will be coded by the formula
�init�y� y� w� w′� w�

DM�1� w� w′� & L�0� w� 1� Sw�1�� & L�y� w� Sw�1�� S�2�
w �1�� &L�y� w� S�2�

w �1�� S�3�
w �1��

& SM�Sw�1�� w� w′� & SM�S�2�
w �1�� w� w′��

and then depending on whether the coefficient of rk in the r-representation of y is
zero or not, we describe successive steps in the multiplication of x by a−1�r

−1−k +
· · · + a−1−k, 0 ≤ k ≤ − 1, and finally we express by the formula �final�z� w� w� w′�
that the last one is of the form �z� 0�, namely

L�z� w� P�2�LM�w� w′�� PLM�w� w′�� & L�0� w� PLM�w� w′�� LDM�w� w′���
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Now putting all these together, we are ready to write down the formula
�mult�x� y� z�. For readability, we will denote the tuple �w1� � � � � wc� by w:

∃w1∃w2 · · · ∃wc∃w∃w′∃y �X1�w� & X1�w
′� & ��y� y� & �init�y� y� w� w′� w�

& ∀u∀v∀v′∀y′

( ∧
a∈A

��DM�u� w� w′� & L�v� w� u� Sw�u�� & L�v′� w� Sw�u�� S�2�
w �u�� &

L�y′� w� S�2�
w �u�� S�3�

w �u�� & Xr�a��r�v
′�� v′� & SM�Sw�u�� w� w′� & SM�S�2�

w �u�� w� w′� &

& ��r�y
′
� = �r�v

′�� → �ind�1�x� v� v′� y′� S�3�
w �u���

& ��r�v
′� ≺ �r�y

′
� → �ind�0�x� v� v′� y′� S�3�

w �u���

& �final�z� w� w� w′�� �

3. DECIDABILITY RESULTS

As recalled in the introduction, FA-presentable structures or automatic
structures have been introduced by B. Hodgson [13, Definition 2.2.2] and further
developed by a number of authors. See for instance [20].

In this section, we would like to determine conditions under which an integral
commutative domain R (not necessarily Euclidean) is FA-presentable. We work
then under hypothesis �Rep�r�fin, for some (non-invertible) element r ∈ R� (see
Definition 2.10). Let A �= �ci � i ∈ I	, I finite, be a set of representatives in R of
R/"r#. Then under assumption �Rep�r�fin, one can represent in a unique way an
element of R as a finite word over the alphabet A.

So there is a bijection between R (respectively, R0) and the set of finite words
over some finite alphabet A. Since we assume in this section r-representability of the
elements of R from the start, we will not necessarily suppose that R is Euclidean,
but note that one can associate with it a partial pre-ordering �r given by the length
of the r-representation. Namely, define u1 �r u2 if u1 =

∑n
j=0 cjrj and u2 =

∑m
j=0 c′jr

j

and cn �= 0� cm �= 0, n ≤ m. We define the functions �r and Vr as previously (and
so they can be read off as, respectively, the first and last nonzero position in an
r-representation). Note that scalar multiplication by r of an element corresponds
to a shift of its r-representation. So for the structure �R�+�−� 0� �r� Vr� ·r� to be
FA-presentable, it remains to check that the graph of + is recognizable by a finite
automaton. So, first, given any two elements ci1� ci2 ∈ A, we have to know the r-
representation of ci1 + ci2 and then using that information to know that the carry
process stops. If this is the case, we will say that the graph of addition is r-
recognizable. These ideas lead to the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Let R be an integral commutative domain, and let r ∈ R� be a non-
invertible element. Suppose that R satisfies hypothesis �Rep�r�fin. Then if the graph of +
is r-recognizable, then the structure �R�+�−� 0� �r� Vr��r � ·r� is FA-presentable. �
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